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Abstract

The paper presents a new security architecture for MAS, which sup-
ports anonymity of agent owners. The architecture is composed of two
main elements: Module I: Untraceability Protocol Infrastructure and Mod-
ule II: Additional Untraceability Support. Module I is based on the re-
cently proposed untraceability protocol for MAS and it forms the core
of the anonymity architecture, which can be supported by the elements
of the second module. This part of architecture was implemented and
provided to MAS users. Module II instead, is defined in abstract way,
through high-level description of its components.

1 Introduction

Agent based Internet environments are an interesting alternative to existing
approaches of building software systems. They allow building software sys-
tems, which work as human societies, in which members share products and
services, cooperate or compete with each other. Organisational, behavioural
and functional models etc applied into the systems can be ‘imported’ from the
real world1.

However, with the emergence of the new paradigm, came also new chal-
lenges. One of them is that agent environments, especially those which allow

1Some descriptions of case studies illustrating this software design and development ap-
proach are available at http://www.agentlink.org/resources/webCS/ (last access: Feb, 27,
2007). Other motivations for using agents can be found in [1, 2, 3].
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for mobility of agents (Mobile Agent Systems – MAS), are much more difficult
to protect from intruders than conventional systems. Agent environments still
lack sufficient and effective solutions to assure their security. Researchers agree
that this is one of the main obstacles preventing wide popularisation of agent
based systems [3, 4, 1].

This paper presents a new security architecture for MAS, which supports
anonymity of agent owners. Anonymity is the property of users enabling them
to use resources or services (the items of interest) without disclosing their iden-
tity [5]. It plays crucial role in many activities conducted in the Internet. For
example users may be reluctant to engage in web-browsing, message-sending
and file-sharing, unless they receive guarantees that their anonymity will be pro-
tected to some reasonable degree [6]. Ceki Gülcü and Gene Tsudik [7] describe
four categories of internet applications where anonymity is required2: discus-
sion of sensitive and personal issues, information searches, freedom of speech in
intolerant environments and polling/surveying.

The paper starts with the statement of the architecture goal and the de-
scription of its threat model. Next, two main components of the architecture
are presented: Module I: Untraceability Protocol Infrastructure and Module II:
Additional Untraceability Support. Module I forms the core of the anonymity
architecture, which can be supported by the elements of Module II. It is based
on the recently proposed untraceability protocol for MAS [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and it
was implemented and provided to MAS users. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 describe the
protocol and its implementation, while the abstract architecture of the Module
II is introduced in Section 2.5. Section 3 concludes on the paper findings.

Because of space limitations some introductory parts of the paper were re-
moved. Thus, for the terminology of anonymity and privacy the reader is di-
rected to the work of Pfitzmann and Hansen [13]. A comprehensive (and up-
to-date) bibliography of anonymity is located at http://www.freehaven.net/
anonbib/. A reader not familiar with mobile agents will find the useful infor-
mation in [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 2, 4].

2 Architecture

2.1 Objective and Threat Model

Objective. The aim of the architecture is to allow agent owners to hide (make
unreadable to unauthorised parties) the address of the agent’s base station.
This obfuscation should not constrain autonomy of the agent in planning and
following its route. Despite the obfuscation the agent should be able to come
back to the base station.

In other words, the architecture is required to provide standard level of
untraceability (the level which is established by most untraceability protocols)
with the guaranty that autonomy of agents is not constrained.

2It is important to note that the authors don’t claim this set to be exhaustive.
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Model of Adversary. The described level of security should be guaranteed for
the model of adversary which takes into account all known types of attackers.
Thus the following types of adversaries are considered [21]:

• Internal / external. The internal adversary is the adversary who succeeded
in compromising a container. The external adversary is the adversary who
gained control over communication links between containers [22].

• Omnipresent / k-listening. The adversary may succeed in attacking all
nodes (omnipresent adversary), or k of them (k-listening adversary [23]).
In particular, the single adversary is the adversary who managed to com-
promise only one node [24].

• Active / passive. An active adversary can arbitrarily modify the compu-
tations and data (by adding and deleting) whereas a passive adversary
can only listen (read data) [22].

• Static / adaptive. Static adversaries choose the resources they compromise
before start of security protocol and are not able to change them once the
protocol has started. Adaptive adversaries are able to change the resources
they control while the protocol is being executed [22, 25]. They can, for
example, ‘follow’ agents [22].

• Hybrid. Hybrids and alliances of attackers may occur, such as external-
active or colluding internal and external. Syverson (et al) [24], for example,
distinguish between multiple adversary and roving adversary, which are
subsequently: k-listening static and k-listening adaptive adversary.

More detailed description of the adversaries is presented in [12].
Network model. The architecture should interoperate with any agent plat-

form complying to the FIPA specification [26]. Additional assumptions, which
must be satisfied in order to allow correct operation of the architecture are
described in [12]. These assumptions are related to cryptographic key distri-
bution, characteristics of cryptographic functions, isolation of containers3 and
operational data sharing [12].

2.2 Architecture Components

The proposed anonymity architecture which satisfies the requirements and ob-
jectives is composed of the two modules (see Figure 1) [12]:

• Module I: Untraceability Protocol Infrastructure.

• Module II: Additional Untraceability Support.

3Just to recall, in MAS a container is an instance of a virtual machine which forms a
virtual node in the MAS network. On each computer device (PC, PDA, etc) at least one
container may be set up. Mobile agents are able to migrate from one container to another.
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Figure 1: Anonymity Architecture is composed of two modules: Module I:
Untraceability Protocol Infrastructure and Module II: Additional Untraceability
Support.

Module I provides functionality of untraceability protocol with the advantage
of not imposing restrictions on agents autonomously selecting their route [8, 12].
It forms the core of the anonymity architecture, which is supported by the
elements of the second module.

Module II addresses the complex issue of the extended untraceability of
agents. It takes into account less probable attacks against untraceability based
on traffic analysis4. The decision of including this module to the architecture
was influenced by the results of a security study of the untraceability protocol
[11]. The study proved the satisfaction of the security requirement stated for the
protocol [11], i.e. that the protocol protects agents from being traced through
their address data. However it also exposed the fact that powerful adversaries
have at their disposal a large variety of traffic analysis attacks. These attacks
can break security provided by untraceability protocols.

It must be underlined though that since these attacks require very power-
ful adversaries, they are significantly less probable than the attacks based on
reading of the unprotected address of the agent’s base station. Moreover, pro-
tection from these attacks requires possession of numerous computational and
communication resources. For these reasons, Module II was specified as an
abstract architecture, through functional descriptions of its components. The
implementation questions were left open5 [12].

2.3 Module I: Untraceability Protocol

Module I represents an infrastructure implementing the recently proposed un-
traceability protocol for MAS [8, 12]. Formal specification of the protocol (in

4Traffic analysis is a process of intercepting and examining agents in order to deduce
information from their patterns of communication (see [12] for more details).

5The decision of implementation and application of the components to a particular MAS
should be made by designers and/or administrators of the concrete agent system, based on
the cost-benefit analysis.



pseudocode) can be found in [8, 12], while in brief, the idea of the protocol is
that, during migration, at each visited container the identifier (together with a
hash value, and a nonce) of the previous container is encrypted. The encryption
is performed by the currently visited container, using its own secret key. After
that, the symmetrically encrypted identifier is put into the LIFO queue stored
in the agent’s data.

During the agent’s return journey, the container will be able to decrypt the
identifier, discovering in this way, to which container the agent should go next.
Another words, after reaching the ultimate container on the agent’s route, the
return of the agent is realised through successive decryption of the identifiers
from the LIFO queue. Down the route back, the identifiers are subsequently
decrypted by the containers using their secret keys, in order reverse to the
succession in which the agent arrived at the ultimate container [8, 12].

Before starting the migration the LIFO queue is filled with a number of
random values to disallow an adversary to recognise which part of the queue
contains the encrypted identifier of the base [20, 27]. These random values
remain in the LIFO queue, and the encrypted identifiers are attached after
them.

To detect illegitimate alterations of the data stored in the queue, at each
visited container a hash function is computed. The function is calculated on
the binary concatenation of three identifiers: of the previous, the current and
the following – container. The result is added to the identifier of the previous
container before it is encrypted. This method was proposed by Karjoth and is
called hash chaining [27]. It aims at protection from attacks based on removing
identifiers of intermediate containers.

Also before encrypting the identifier, a random value (a nonce) is added to it
(this operation is called salting), so as a result the encrypted identifier (actually
this is now, after adding the hash and the nonce, a portion of data which
includes the identifier) is sealed. This is to assure that the the encrypted packet
will have a unique value [28]. Finally the symmetric encryption is performed on
the following data: hash function, the identifier and the nonce.

The protocol was designed to utilise the least resources. Encryption is em-
ployed only when necessary and only to an essential content [12]. Performance
analysis of the protocol (see [10]) proved that this is the time of agent migration,
not the time of encryption being the principal component impacting the time
complexity of the protocol.

2.4 Protocol Implementation: Untraceability Protocol In-
frastructure

Module I was designed to be easily integrated with agent platforms and to
facilitate development of applications which take advantage of untraceability.
Thus a structure based on the three key elements was proposed [12, 29]:

1. An extension to the agent platform providing untraceability service.

2. A set of untraceability-oriented agent behaviours.



3. A template of an untraceable agent.

Adding the new untraceability feature to an agent platform requires regis-
tration and launching of the extension. Development of applications which take
advantage of untraceable agents involves use of the template and adding the
agent behaviours6 [29].

The agent platform extension is designed as a plug-in (add-on) for agent
platform containers. This form of implementation gives freedom in choosing
which containers should provide the untraceability function. When an agent ar-
rives at a container, it can check whether the service is available (the container’s
owner enabled the plug-in) and if it is, then the agent may take advantage of
it. The agent calls the service and provides as an input the identifier of the
container which it has chosen as a next on its route. Based on this, the plug-in
compiles the identifier into a string of the three identifiers: the previous–, the
current– and the next– container. Then it computes a MD5 message digest
of the string, and accompanies with a generated nonce and the identifier of the
previous container. Finally it is all encrypted using AES algorithm and returned
to the agent (according to the specification). To provide this functionality each
installed plug-in has to maintain a unique secret key for the AES algorithm
[12, 29].

Because the protocol was implemented as a service add-on for JADE (an
agent platform implemented in Java [31], motivations for choosing this plat-
form for the experiments can be found in [12]), the architecture components
are realised as Java classes [29]. This means for example that employing the
agent template involves inheritance from the UntraceableAgent class, and further
development of untraceable agents requires instantiation of the classes GoAhead-
Behaviour and ComeBackBehaviour – which are responsible for agents migration.
In the same way other functionalities can be developed [12, 29].

The implemented add-on for JADE is publicly shared under the terms of
LGPL license [29]. The open source package including all the necessary classes
for enabling the untraceability service at a JADE agent platform, together with
documentation and examples is available at the JADE community portal (http:
//jade.tilab.com/; section: Add-ons and 3rd party software).

The architecture was successfully applied to an eHealth7 case study aiming
at provision of anonymous eHealth counseling service. The service embraces all
functionalities and activities necessary to provide a user with a comprehensive
medical, pharmaceutical, and dietetical knowledge related to the user’s health
problem. At the same time all users of the service are provided with option of
anonymity.

In the implementation, users (both the service users and providers) are repre-
sented by agents called Virtual Egos which exist permanently in the agent plat-
form. The Virtual Egos of patients are implemented based on the Untraceable-

6To recall, the agent’s behaviour is a set of actions performed in order to achieve the goal.
It represents a task that an agent can perform [30].

7The eHealth application was chosen because in eHealth high priority is assigned to user
anonymity.
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Agent template (as classes extending the UntraceableAgent class). Users contact
them by Support Agents. The Support Agents can be activated from any agent
enabled architecture (currently a PC, but since lightweight JADE platform –
JADE Leap – is available, in the future this might be done from a mobile phone,
a hand-held device etc). Patients describe their cases and the descriptions are
passed to the untraceable Virtual Egos which arrived at the users’ devices. Then
the Virtual Egos untraceably migrate to containers of doctors, taking advantage
of untraceability-oriented behaviours. There they present the health problem
descriptions to the doctors’ Virtual Egos. The doctors give their counsels, and
the patients’ Virtual Egos move further to contact Knowledge Agents in order
to accompany the advices with domain-specific information (dietetic and phar-
maceutical). After completing the data, the Virtual Egos return to the patients’
containers to present the full counsel. On all containers likely to be visited by
patients’ Virtual Egos, the Untraceability add-on is activated.

The case study demonstrated the applicability and usefulness of the archi-
tecture [9, 12].

2.5 Module II: Additional Untraceability Support

Module II: Additional Untraceability Support, aims at protecting agents from
Traffic Analysis attacks and from tracing through reading data held by agents.
For the reasons mentioned in Section 2.2 i.e. because attacks which it protects
from are of low probability of occurrence, and because enabling the module re-
quires numerous resources, the module is specified in abstract way i.e. through
high-level descriptions of its components. These descriptions include the objec-
tive, the operating principle and the list of attacks from which the component
protects from [12].

The Module II components were mainly derived from analogous protection
methods already developed for the traditional message-based communication.
In the progress of the research they were adapted to MAS. Additionally three
new techniques for untraceability in MAS were proposed: Redundant Agents,
Agent Migration and Failure Neutral Behaviours [12].

Redundant agents are the specialised agents similar to dummy agents8, dif-
ferent from them in that they are meant to be used. Redundant agents are
executed on random containers and then roam around the network, so a user
could pick them up and assign their task. When a task is given to an agent, the
agent is let to migrate again in order to fulfill the task. After the agent comes
back with the results, the results are read, and the agent goes back to its base
container. Because the agents start their migration on a container different to
the one where it was picked up, this previous container is the agent’s base con-
tainer. Thus this method prevents from discovering the agents’ base stations,
and can be applied against brute force attacks and timing attacks [12, 11].

8Dummy agents are the agents which function is to be present and to roam in the network
of MAS, to intensify the network traffic. They are indistinguishable from functional agents
from the point of view of an observer [12].



Redundant agent migration is a method similar to redundant agents, which
to the contrary aims at misleading an observer in identifying the destination
container. This is obtained through forcing agents to traverse additional con-
tainers, so the agents go further than to the original containers. If redundant
agent migration is applied to an agent returning to the base container, then it
may result in hiding the base station. This method addresses brute force traf-
fic analysis attacks, timing attacks and active traffic analysis attacks exploiting
user reactions [12, 11].

Failure-neutral behaviours is a technique which helps preventing traffic anal-
ysis using denial of service and active traffic analysis attacks exploiting user
reactions [12, 11]. It is based on designing agent behaviours in the way that an
external observer can not distinguish between agents operating in system-failure
conditions and agents operating in normal system conditions. Another words,
if an agent encounters a system failure, it must continue its operation showing
behaviour indifferent to the one it had before the failure occurrence. In this way
an attacker trying to identify a traced agent through arranging system-failure
conditions (and provoking the agent to behave in a certain way) will not achieve
his/her objective, because the agent will not change its behaviour.

This technique is different however to much more restricted – fault-tolerance
– since the agent is not required to continue its proper operation and to provide
a proper result of its computation. Failure neutral behaving agents may stop
their functions. The key requirement for them is that they maintained a ‘neutral
look’.

Finally, the abstract architecture of Module II specifies the following com-
ponents [12]:

• Data obfuscation [32, 33].

• Batch processing [28].

• Reordering [28].

• Random delaying [34].

• Content uniformising [12].

• Dummy traffic [12].

• Redundant agents [12].

• Redundant agent migration [12].

• Agent size uniformising [12].

• Fault-neutral behaviours [12].

• Authenticated timing information [12].

• Replay detection [28, 7].



• Tamper detection [35].

• Nondeterministic routing [12].

Additionally users must be informed about privacy issues related to their
distinctive behaviours, see [12].

3 Summary

One of the main obstacles preventing wide popularisation of agent based systems
is lack of sufficient and effective solutions to assure their security. This paper
presented a new security architecture for MAS, which supports anonymity of
agent owners. The architecture is composed of two main elements: Module I,
which is responsible for obscuring agents’ base addresses and Module II, which
protects agents from traffic analysis. Module I forms the core module of the
architecture and it implements the specification of the recently proposed un-
traceability protocol [8, 12]. This part of the architecture was developed and
proposed as a ready-to-use solution for users of JADE agent platform [29]. It has
been also successfully applied to an eHealth case study [9, 12]. The case study
demonstrated the applicability and usefulness of the proposed architecture.

The second part of the anonymity architecture is based on optional com-
ponents, which implementation and application to a particular agent system is
left to the designers and administrators of the system. These components are
specified through high-level descriptions including the objective, the operating
principle and the list of attacks from which they protect from [12]. The compo-
nents are based on protection methods developed for traditional message-based
communication and they were adapted to MAS in the progress of this research.
Three methods, namely Redundant Agent Migration, Redundant Agents, and
Failure Neutral Behaviours are a new proposal for MAS [12].

The architecture offers a solution for protecting mobile agents and it can con-
tribute to wider popularisation of mobile agents. Although it was implemented
for JADE, its design can be easily applied to other agent platforms.
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